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4d vs. higher d Black Holes 
(asymptotically Minkowski solutions only!) 

GR in four dimensions 
• the topology of the horizon: a sphere S2 

• “no hair” theorems 

• Kerr black hole (uniqueness) 

 

  why study BHs in d>4 dimensions? 
 no obvious contact with reality… 

   However: 

• dimension - a parameter of GR: 

           interesting mathematical problem 

• string theory/large extra dimensions 

• hints for AdS solutions -> duality 

 

d>4: the novel feature –  

non-uniqueness of black objects 
• richer rotation dynamics 

• extended black objects:  

        (black strings/branes) 

many new types of solutions 



One-black hole phases in five dimensions: 

 

•the black ring exact solution (Emparan-Reall 2002)  

•three different black holes with the same value of (M,J) 

•non uniqueness! 

Last decade: huge progress for d=5 

  (rotation in a single plane) 



five dimensions 

•there's an explicit realisation, and fairly simple (Emparan-Reall  2002) 

d>5 

•approximate solution based on this heuristic construction (large ring radius) 

 (Emparan, Harmark, Niarchos, Obers, Rodriguez, 2007) 

 

  Schwarzschild black hole in (d-1)-dimensions: black string in d-dimensions 

However, the black rings should exist  

also in more than five dimensions 



Black rings in more than five dimensions 

Crucial ingredient: 

convenient for numerics:  rectangular shape 

(arXiv: 1205.5437) 





with 

Q: is this ansatz too restrictive? 

 

A: no, many solutions can be written in this form 

 

Example: d=5 Emparan-Reall balanced black ring 

general metric ansatz: 

how to construct the black rings? 

etc… 



the equations we solve: 

with 



event horizon area 

event horizon velocity 

temperature 

The metric of a spatial cross-section of the horizon 

mass and angular momentum: computed from asymptotics 

(fi , w) – encode all properties of the solutions 

+ 



solve numerically the Einstein equations (= a set of PDEs in two variables) 



- accuracy in the numerics: around 10-5 

our results vs. the Emparan-Reall exact solution (d=5)  

                                                                                                         

thus similar techniques for d>5 will result in reliable numerical results  

                                                                                                         



In numerics: three input parameters: 

-computed from numerical output 

In practice:  
• fix the scale rH=1 

• vary R>rH 

• regular solutions exist for critical values of WH only 

  



general results: in agreement with expectations from blackfold approach  

                                                                                                         

                   d=6: ~ full set of balanced black rings; d=7: partial results 



some results in six dimensions (i)  

                    horizon area vs. angular momentum (scaled quantities) 



some results in six dimensions (ii)  

    temperature vs. angular momentum (scaled quantities) 



some results in six dimensions (iii)  

    event horizon velocity vs. angular momentum (scaled quantities) 



e.h. metric: 



thin black rings: good agreement with analytic results from blackfold approach  

                                                                                                         



  single black objects: 
emerging picture 

  (rotation in a single plane) 



However, for d>5, the picture is far from being complete  

• many other black holes are likely to exist 

• blackfold approach  

• nonperturbative construction?  



Myers-Perry (MP) BH  - the only one known in closed form   

                                        - generalized Kerr: spherical horizon  

                                        - d>5: no upper bound on angular momentum 

 

 

 

                                         

                                         - black brane limit          GL-type instability 

 

                     

Hints for other BHs: 

•blackfolds 

•instabilities of MP BHs 

•attractors/near horizon geometries 

•topology of the horizon: 

 less constrained (Galloway,Schoen)  

Many more exotic BH solutions are likely to exist for d>5                     

Main obstacle: the d=4,5 formalism+generation techniques do not work for d>5 



- is it possible to say something more precise about these solutions? 

 

- new d>5 black holes? 

what we know:                     



vacuum  configurations with a symmetry group 

            metric ansatz 

Rectangular domain suitable for numerics 

• For d=5 it reduces to  standard Weyl coordinates 

• Solve (numerically) Einstein equations within this ansatz 

     New black holes with nonspherical horizon 

       topology in more than five dimensions 
JHEP 1102 (2011) 058  

(with M. Rodriguez) 



new black holes:      single black objects 

 

d=5 d>5 



generalized black Saturn generalized black di-ring 

new black holes: multi-black objects 



how to balance these solutions? 

No other mechanism is known in this moment for asymptotically flat 

black holes with non-spherical horizon topology 

 d=5 static black rings: the Gauss-Bonnet term reduces the conical  

        excess, but not enough 



we propose a (slightly) more general ansatz: 

which solutions can we find? 

(i) 

(ii) 



d=6: we find that there is always a conical singularity; 

         we expect that regular configurations are found when 

          two spins are present.  

Numerical procedure: 

Start from the static solution and increase the event horizon velocity  

(i) 

(ii) 
d=7: the conical excess decreases with the even horizon  

        velocity, suggesting the existence of a critical value 

        without conical singularities 

     However, the accuracy is lost before 
approaching the balanced solution...   



 

• higher-d  black holes: surprisingly rich subject 

• we have reported progress in the nonperturbative 

construction of black holes with nonspherical horizon 

topology   

• evidence for the existence of d>5 balanced black 

rings (nonperturbative approach) 

• a general framework for the static configurations with 

an isometry group RXU(1)X SO(d-3)  

      + new nonspherical black holes 

 

Summary: 

  

 

 

 

 



Thank you very much  

for your attention!  


